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Ø In this class, we analyze a recent application of the theory 
of imaginative resistance. 

 

    James Flory specializes in the treatment of race in cinema. 
 

»  His “Race & Imaginative Resistance in James Cameron’s Avatar” 
shows how a theory posed by Tamar Szabó Gendler can be 
modified & expanded to explain negative responses to Avatar. 

 

 

•  Gendler developed an idea originally suggested by David Hume: 

–  that when we encounter ideas that                                                   
conflict with our own moral worldview in fictions,  
»  “a very violent effort is required to change our judgment of 

manners, and excite sentiments of approbation or blame, love or 
hatred, different from those to which the mind from long custom 
had been familiarized…; I cannot…enter into such sentiments.” 

–  She characterizes the puzzle of imaginative resistance as 
»  the puzzle of explaining our comparative difficulty in     

imagining fictional worlds that we take to be morally deviant. 
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There are many forms of imaginative resistance: 
•  here we are concerned with “what Gendler calls    

‘Humean resistance,’  
–  where readers have distinctive difficulty                      

engaging in an imaginative act concerning a moral claim 
stipulated [set forth as true] by a fictional narrative. 

…Interestingly, we do not ordinarily experience                             
the same sort of difficulty with regard to most fictional stipulations 
of facts that run counter to what we believe to be true. 
 

•  Time travel, talking pigs, flying carpets, and gelatinous monsters 
oozing their way to world domination usually present us          
with no great obstacles when stipulated by a story,  

Ø  yet alternative moralities can present                                 
distinctive hesitations and refusals:  
–  morally approved female infanticide, torture as a form           

of recreation, and somehow fitting or appropriate              
racist beliefs generally give us pause or repulse us.  

–  Unlike Babe the Pig, Aladdin’s carpet, or the Blob,          
Ø we typically find such fictional directives [to accept     

morally-problematic ideas] more onerous to take up.” 3	  



Gendler has proposed an explanation for…Humean resistance                   
by focusing on why we resist conceiving of certain           
‘imaginatively involved, valenced normative appraisals’” 
 

»  E.g., we have trouble taking in Plato’s Euthyphro because Plato 
assumes “it is morally acceptable to beat one’s slave to death” – 
which we (presumably) disagree with. 

She hypothesizes that  
•  our resistance to this statement “is due to a combination                                               

of imaginative barriers & a sense of imaginative impropriety… 
–  we not only ‘find it difficult to enter into [Plato’s] world-view’,                           

we also have a vague sense that it is somehow improper to do so… 
•  Such imaginings require noticeable cognitive effort to perform                       

and are typically accompanied by a sense of moral distaste. 

•  Thus, imaginative resistance of this variety does not depend on                                 
any fundamental cognitive incapacity on our part,  
–  but rather a certain unwillingness that makes it difficult or at times even 

impossible for us to imagine in the way the narrative directs us.” 

Ø On this view, the sense in which we “cannot” enter into the sentiments       
of a fiction we morally disagree with is not a literal inability                          
to engage with the ideas, but rather our unwillingness to do so. 4	  



Gendler says that imaginative resistance to events in written fiction                               
can result from ‘authoritative breakdown’,  
•  that is, a failure of the author’s authority such that                                              

readers resist or refuse to take up the suggested moral imagining… 

–  This breakdown results in ‘pop-out’, where the reader deems the author              
to be suggesting that the specified moral imagining be taken as true                    
not only in the fictional world, but the real one as well. 

•  There is…a sense on the part of the reader that the moral proposition              
to be imagined in the fictional world should also be ‘exported’                        
…to the real world, ‘a simultaneous invitation to imagine & believe 

»  – and we reject the invitation to believe’. 

–  Because we have difficulty disentangling these two invitations, in cases 
of refusal we reject both & thereby ‘pop out’ of the fictional world. 

–  For example, if asked by a story to imagine African Americans                 
as generally infantile & amoral, 
»  I think that most of us would resist due to its possible real-world 

implication that somehow this analogy should be taken as apt. 
»  Many of us would probably pop out of the fiction as a result and 

have difficulty taking up not only this narrative stipulation but the 
author’s subsequent imaginative suggestions as well.” 5	  



Crucially, Gendler thinks that  
•  such rejections further depend on our refusal                                    

to adopt certain ‘generation principles’                
presupposed by the moral proposition to be imagined…” 

–  these are like ”background presumptions & dispositions 
to act that undergird the explicit normative appraisal 
suggested by the fiction” 

•  when these “run counter to the reader’s         
currently held norms and presupposed values, 
which ordinarily they do not wish to violate             
or set aside,” 
–  readers resist the invitation to believe        

these principles about the real world. 
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“It is a commonplace in philosophical aesthetics to argue that  

Ø  literary fiction can sometimes challenge us                     
to overcome limits or our personal experience” 

–  e.g. Dickens’ novels “challenged his Victorian British 
audiences to overcome their prejudices about the poor, 
especially biases involving destitute children.  

•  These novels engaged the imaginations of many of 
Dickens’ contemporary middle- & upper-class readers   
to better understand what it was like to be an ‘other’… 

–  Dickens exploited detailed, narrative points of view    
to invite his readers both in thought and feeling           
to grasp (that is, centrally imagine [= imagine 
oneself in the position of]…) the conditions of            
orphaned working-class children… 

–  He challenged his readers to not only 
sympathetically but also empathetically understand 
these ‘others’ and see them in a new light” 

–  Likewise, Harriet Beecher Stowe “passionately depicted 
American slavery as cruel and inhumane”                           
in Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 7	  



“It is not insignificant that  
•  cooperative readers grasp fictions like Dickens’ & 

Stowe’s emotionally as well as intellectually” 

–  Feagin & Walton both believed that we have to 
use our imagination to relate to fictional 
characters so we can sympathize with them,    
and thereby understand them. 

 
Stephen Mulhall points outs that  
 

•  the possibility of feeling-based              
understanding of fictional characters              
“depends on ‘our own willingness to rethink          
our own status and our own experience of life                                 
…to look at everything differently’”: 

–  Only for people who are willing                         
to do this are “fundamental shifts in            
ethical perspective” possible. 

–  …resolute unwillingness would therefore 
constitute a substantial barrier to seeing the 
world from any moral perspective save our own.” 
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Flory wants to point out                                         
some distinctions between literature & film: 
 

•  “First, moving images typically engage us                       
in ways even more direct than literature –  
–  namely, through bodily based means                          

as well as more narrowly cognitive ones – 
•  and that this increased sensory access                   

provides film with an enhanced capacity                      
to elicit certain responses… 

In part because cinema                                                   
engages us aurally as well as visually,  
•  its increased somatic [bodily] access                        

means that it has an impressive facility                           
to evoke…‘non-cognitive’ reactions.      
–  …movies…may generate fellow-feeing & 

understanding for others directly through our bodies,  
•  by virtue of arousing us in ways of which           

we may not be explicitly conscious,   
•  thus giving the art form more immediate access 

to how we think and feel.” 9	  



E.g., movies can engage emotional contagion,      
facial mimicry, and other ‘automatic’ responses       
(not mediated though thought) 
 

•  “Mainstream films are full of such emotional cues 
that aim to make us feel in ways preferred           
by the filmmakers… 

–  Close-ups, for example, often cue us               
to forms of facial mimicry, 

–  while point-of-view shots may provide crucial 
information about how we should feel toward 
what is depicted in the sequence as a whole… 

•  …these forms of more direct access to our 
emotions as well as understanding differ 
markedly from those available to literature,  
–  where our primary mode of access is 

mediated through interpretations of words   
on a page.” 
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Another major difference between literature & film is that  
 

•  “mainstream Hollywood-type films are almost exclusively 
collaborative enterprises…. 

–  most films have many ‘authors’ rather than one,           
even as we typically refer to certain works as                     
‘a Scorsese film’ or ‘a Woody Allen film’ 
•  Many artistic collaborators should thus be   

recognized for the significance of their           
aesthetic input into particular films. 

 
•  Hence, for films “we should talk about the possibility of 

‘artistic breakdown’ rather than ‘authoritative breakdown’,  

–  because our failure to imagine isn’t the result of                 
a single author losing authority to tell us what is real         
in the fictional world. 

•  …[artistic] breakdown for a film may occur in 
multiple ways according to how various artists’ 
contributions mesh, conflict, succeed, or fail in a 
given film.” 
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Also, since films engage bodily emotions     
& not just our moral beliefs,  
 

Ø  we need “an emotion-based                   
theory of imaginative resistance… 

“Film, with its greater access to the body and 
greater influence through nonconscious processes, 
•  is potentially a more likely generator of 

Humean resistance than is literature,  
–  where such resistance is bred much more 

frequently and to a greater degree through 
mediated, higher-level cognitive processes. 

…film’s broader & more direct access                  
to our automatic & pre-reflective emotional levels  
means that  
•  its challenges to our standard moral outlooks – 

particularly our ‘default values’ that help to 
generate moral appraisals –  

•  can be that much more powerful, and 
potentially that much more effective.” 12	  



Flory hypothesizes that  
•  “people sometimes reject fictional representations of             

alternative moralities in film so vehemently”                                 
because film targets one’s emotions viscerally,  

–  whereas in literature “the level of fictional supposition                    
is typically at a higher cognitive level,  
•  so the feeling of threat to one’s morals                                    

can generally be held more at arm’s length.” 
 
When watching films,  
•  “many of our appraisals & judgments that arise in the form                  

of emotional reactions do so by virtue of automatic,                          
non-conscious responses rather than aware, rationalistic considerations  
–  This difference implies that we should recognize that  

•  film can sometimes produce stronger                               
negative reactions to such challenges than literature  
–  because the challenges themselves are felt                        

as being so much more comprehensive &subtle. 
 

•  Gendler’s theory as she presents it lacks an explanatory mechanism           
to account for this sort of direct, automatic phenomena.”  13	  



Flory uses Avatar to demonstrate his theory of imaginative resistance to films: 
 

•  “James Cameron’s groundbreaking film has garnered calumnious as well as 
praiseworthy responses since its theatrical premiere in December 2009. 

–  Many viewers feel this artwork offers a rich & nuanced cinematic experience 
suggestive of myriad issues that matter critically to them.  

–  Yet others have roundly condemned it as manipulating them into imagining 
fictional worlds that are deeply anti-American, anti-human, or anti-white.  

•  Some further argue that Avatar advocates a dangerous form of animism   
to the disadvantage of monotheism, especially Christianity.” 

»  trailer: bit.ly/1HB3tyi 
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“How is it possible that such critics are 
talking about the same movie as the late 
Roger Ebert, who gushed that Avatar was 
“extraordinary” & “sensational”, “with     
a flat-out Green & anti-war message”?  
 
•  The divergence in assessment here       

is jarring; these critics hardly seem to 
have viewed the same work of art.” 

 
Ø  Flory wants to explain how different 

types of viewers could arrive at     
these radically discrepant responses           
to a movie like Avatar. 15	  



An explanation for the discrepancy in responses,                                               
in terms of imaginative resistance: 
 

Ø  …some viewers who dislike Avatar do so because                                                  
they perceive the film as working against norms & values that they hold dear. 

–  Sensing a double invitation to imagine the film’s detailed, normative appraisals   
as holding true in the real world as well as the fictional one,  

–  they experience a form of artistic breakdown because they refuse to               
adopt those suggested appraisals’ generative principles.  
•  This lack of openness causes such viewers to experience                                

a form of pop-out with regard to the story Avatar presents. 

–  …An implied invitation to consider exporting pantheistic beliefs                         
to the real world strikes these viewers as offensive,  
•  as suggesting that there could be more than one true faith, a generative 

proposition that they consider not open to question.  

»  Thus they reject both the fictional & the implied real world 
invitations [to believe] because they do not want to imagine them. 

Ø  Moreover, the film’s ability to produce visceral emotional responses                         
“may thus help to explain some viewers’ vehemence in rejecting Avatar                   
so categorically as stupid, boring, and abhorrent” 16	  



“A similar analysis could be worked out                                       
for alleged perceptions of Avatar’s ‘reverse racism’:  
 

•  some viewers might sense a double invitation to imagine              
anti-white sentiments & alternative generative principles that are 
antithetical to their cherished norms & presumptions. 

–  …For example, Avatar’s suggestion that the mainly white 
humans on Pandora embody a flawed, racially-biased approach 
to the indigenous Na’vi culture strikes these viewers                 
as…a challenge to these [Eurocentric, imperialist] presumptions 
of white dominance &/or superiority as being deserved           
due to, say, greater moral probity, racial destiny,                           
or perhaps even pure dumb luck  
•  – challenges that such viewers will not allow. 

»  The artistic authority of the movie thus breaks down 
•  …they cannot accept these moral challenges 

that they see the movie as inviting them             
to take up.” 

»  In short, Flory thinks these viewers see the movie          
as ‘reverse racist’ only because they are racist        
in the first place. 17	  



Flory explains the discomfort                          
some white viewers felt toward Avatar in terms of 
Charles W. Mill’s theory of “white ignorance”: 
 
 

•  Mills argues that white supremacy is accompanied                                                  
by a distorted outlook on the world,  
–  which involves social norms that   

“systematically misidentify whites as superior    
& nonwhites as inferior with regard to their 
moral, social, political, evolutionary,              
and other forms of value”; 

•  moreover, white ignorance ‘requires a certain 
schedule of structured blindnesses & opacities       
in order to maintain and establish’ itself, 

–   such as “seeing nonwhites’ general poverty, 
lack of opportunity, disadvantage, and 
perceived inferiority as being nothing out of    
the ordinary, rather than unjust or iniquitous” 
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Flory hypothesizes that some viewers resistance to Avatar 
“may be rooted in an implicit sense of white privilege… 
 

•  they pop out of the cinematic fiction because Avatar’s 
alternative generative principles call into question the 
presumed moral probity & dominance of whiteness,  

•  as well as the actions, judgments, and perspectives that flow 
from such generative presumptions… 

–  Avatar thus amounts to a threat to their identities.” 

•  Moreover, “because such viewers are                        
not open-minded toward certain                   
crucially important alternative possibilities, 

–  they miss key occasions to challenge, improve,     
or transform their ethical perspectives,                   
particularly concerning race.” 
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Flory guesses that  
•  some movies meant to challenge beliefs about race 

may be more likely than others to trigger      
imaginative resistance: 
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Flory says that his discussion reveals that one’s response to a film depends 
on one’s open-mindedness to alterative moral perspectives. 
 

•  His ‘imaginative resistance’-based explanation for negative responses                
to Avatar “provides us with a sense of how  
–  cinematic experiences may reflect moral commitments, as well as the 

strength of those commitments. 

•  For certain viewers…, those commitments & their strength lead them 
to resist and in some cases refuse to imagine what the film presents 
them, which seriously affects their evaluation of the film overall.  

•  Thus they judge it a bad work of cinematic art,  

–  but more importantly they fail to appreciate much of what the film 
offers them in terms of imagining worlds outside of the racially 
white one in which they hermetically live.  

–  As a result, their capacities for change and greater understanding 
are dramatically reduced. 
»  …their staunch resistance to imagining others’            

racialized viewpoints presents a significant obstacle               
to their prospects for learning more about race, reason, 
emotion, themselves, the world in which they live, and 
enhanced sense of human flourishing.” 21	  



Flory seems to be endorsing moralism: 
 

•  at the very least, he is giving a descriptive account of our 
reactions to film where moral defects of a film are perceived as 
aesthetic defects (in accordance with moralism). 

Ø However, he also seems to be making                                  
a normative argument for moralism:  
•  (trying to persuade us that the moral attributes of artworks 

should impact our aesthetic evaluations) 
–  he thinks we should respond to the moral characteristics 

of artworks, and should be open-minded to the lessons 
artworks may be teaching us. 

–  This works fine for Avatar, which espouses fairly 
uncontroversially positive moral lessons. 

–  But what if being open-minded about an artwork      
means being open to the perverse moral lessons of        
Birth of a Nation, Triumph of the Will, etc.? 

»  Is the proper response to these works closing off  
one’s mind to its moral lessons,                                  
in order to protect one’s moral beliefs? 
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